


Never Bullshit a Bullshiter



How I Learnt to Say No to Bull-Shit and Enjoyed the 
Conseqeunces 



A new life 



How not to build brand foundation on Bullshit

House of Cards



The Subtle Art of 
Diverting Attention 
towards a Wrong 

Direction to ensure 
many gets hurt for the 

benefit of few





“We are making the world a better 
place….through scalable fault-
tolerant distributable databases 
with ACID transactions “ 



Research is 
ineffective

So tell me what you want …what 
you really really want?



It is Customer Company Service



All  the things you always knew…….  
but always sounds better when someone important tells you with PowerPoint 



Brand Execution

Brand strategy 

Brand Problem 



I may be Blind

At least I am not Black



What we call insight is actually behavior



Why young rural men subject themselves to such hard 
life in a foreign land?







What will I do with this information?



“Today’s Special Offer”

Buy 1 shoe for the price of 2 and 
get the 2nd one absolutely free





Behavior > Attitude > Value



Kyun ki Saash bhi kabhi
Bahoo thi



Your Girlfriend = Every Available Women

Target Market = Addressable Market
Or





Under promise and over deliver, not the other way round



Most people buy your product not because they 
like you but they don’t have a better alternative

Expectation 
>

Reality 

Expectation 
= 

Reality 

Reality 
> 

Expectation 



Building
Awareness 

is the Bullshit 
King Sitting 
on the Iron
Throne of 
Clueless 

Marketing 
Excuses 





I am a simple person

I see ladies in pictures, I hit





Once a positioning is created its almost impossible to change… 



…but not completely impossible



Overpositioning is a problem



Underpositioning is a problem



When I say I want to be different, what I really mean is I want what everyone 
wants



Follower should do the opposite of market leader



Consistency build brands, not continuous  novelty



What if I tell you Blue 
Pill will create real 
growth but will take 
more than 5 years 

and your KPI & 
personal bonus will 

get hurt &….

…Red Pill will create 
short term boost, the 

real issues will be 
next guys problem in 
4 years and you can 
do a succesful post 

event party & a selfie 
with Group 
Chairman? 



Is it better to be 
first or 

better to be 
better?



The best way to launch a brand is create a new sub category



Quality is a Fictional Character 



One of this and a Diet Coke Please

For the Perfect Balanced Diet



Better Product Doesn’t Win. Better Perceived Product Wins 



Make Ugly Looking Products

One Does Not Simply 



The “Look” Economy:

Functionality is not 
enough. 

One needs to look 
spectacular



Price Matters Not

Buy or No Buy



Best Marketers Are Paranoid



Reach beyond existing demand 



Purchaser 

User 

Influencer















Create 
Real 
Value

How to 
Make 
Money

Why Telecom doesn’t learn from Talcom?









What you cannot control is equally important as what you can control



Managing Brand
Not

Brand Teams Job



Brand = Culture = People



Execution

Measurem
ent



Elementary My Dear.
Why waste money 

measuring, 
when we can waste it 

so much better in 
doing things blindly?



Love is Blind.
So is 

Brand Marketing..







Any Questions?


